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Golf clash golden shot medium juniper point

The higher the tour you play in Golf Clash, the more popular shootouts will become to determine the winner. Tour 8/9+ I'd say that half of all matches are settled by a shootout and therefore your winning percentage (and therefore your progress and the coins you get) is determined by how you perform in the shootout.
That's reason enough for me to write this full guide to give you some tips for shootouts as well as show you all the shootout holes that you'll go through and the best strategy to reach each one of them. General Shootout Tips How Are Shootout Holes Chosen? When you and your opponent will need the same number of
hits to finish, it's a draw and the shootout will be the tiebreaker – winning the shootout will then win you in the match. Winning the shootout only requires you to get closer to the battery than your opponent in one shot. So there is no clear order or anything other than pure randomness to determine which hole will be the
shootout hole for your match (except the Tour you are playing). However, not every hole is a shootout hole so you can practice them and you will quickly catch up with them - usually the ones that you can achieve green in a shot are the shootout holes. The learning here is this: you can't prepare any other than knowing
all the shootout holes, there's no way to know what holes you'll get as shootout holes in Golf Clash. Advantage Of Second If you're playing second you're in a clear advantage - you can see everything your opponent does, including spin and wind adjustments he applies and you see results and can easily copy that and
optimize it to get closer to the hole. I can only recommend doing it when you're going second and it's pretty much a foolproof strategy to win the shootout and you opponents can't do anything about it except play a crazy shot with curl and overwhelm. If you first you should do exactly that – do a shot that can't be easily
copied by overwhelming so your opponent needs to set up a separate setting and may not get closer to the battery. All penalty shootout holes for each of greenoch 9 shootout tours score 1 hole in this shootout hole, you need to return it on the rough right between the two bunkers. You want to set the maximum sidespin
to the left to make the ball roll towards the battery and you will get something under 10 yards each time. Wind adjustment is also important to set 1-2 backspin bars with any wind except tailwind, then you should set about 3 backspin. Greenoch scores 3 holes in this shootout hole, you have two options that you can play. I
use the left side when I have to go first because curl is not easy to copy or when I have strong tailwind. You'll play both of them by bouncing rough on the bunker, one left with lots of curl and sidespin and the right one with just sidespin. If you play on the left side, you want to add some backspin (2-4) depending on how
much wind is from the tail or the left side so you won't come in too fast. Greenoch scores this 5th hole is the hardest one is rough to fairway towards the green slopes down and will take your ball to come in too fast is really bad here and it will go war out of battery. Let the ball bounce in place that I mark you above in
pictures and add about 2-3 topspin in case of sidewinds or headwinds. In case the tailwind adds 2 backspin or you'll come in too fast! You also need to set 3 sidespin and no curl at all. Milano Hole 4 If you have the side wind you want to bounce on the rough right next door after the bunker, this will make the ball gently
roll over the green towards the battery with about 2-3 backspin so as not to go in too fast. If there is tailwind or headwind you don't want to risk missing rough and land in the bunker or green bounce too fast so you should return it on the island and the bunker has no backspin but with sidespin and some curl on the left.
Milano Hole 7 This is also one of those tough shootouts here at The 9th Tour and you'll need to make this tough rough bounce no matter what wind you have. Add 2-3 backspin if you have headwind, 3-4 backspin for side wind and 5 backspin for tailwind without any other adjustments and focus on adjusting the wind well
enough to actually return rough. South Pines Hole 2 There are two ways to approach this shootout. In case of tailwind you want to bounce on the left side of the fairway on the bunker with maximum sidespin and some curl. Otherwise, you want to have bounce right on the bunker and fairway with 1 backspin and some
sidespin to adjust to the wind. Every 2 weeks the Golden Shot event is held in The Golf Clash and you can win some nice prizes there (for free) – the problem is, you only have one free shot and from there you will need to pay real money for additional shots. Although the prize is nice, you could potentially miss a shot
and throw money out the window so I thought I would write you this tutorial to help you make the most of the Golden Shot (no matter if you pay for losing the supplement or you just use one of your free hits). I'll update all new Golden Shot with detailed instructions on how to target your photos and how the spin setup will
look so you can get the most out of golden shot  Golden Shot Text Guides Golden Shot Guide (Normal) - Sakura Hills (December 28, 2020) Actually , a nice hole in the Golden Shot this week with very simple settings to aim and spin and the best chance to get hole-in-one with your free shot. You want to aim for the
blue ring to touch the bunker on the left and edge while the white ring touches the bunker on the right side. This is the perfect setup and will get you directly towards the battery if you set the right spin and do a perfect shot. For spins, you'll set between 2.5 and 3.5 backspin depending on how many heads or tailwinds are
involved and you'll visit the crosswinds a little turn to the sides - look at the graph here where I put you the perfect settings. Note, old usage images value. Divide the sidespin (NOT backspin!) by the value of 2 intervals to get it right. In this hole you basically use barely sidespin. When it comes to wind adjustment, you'll
need to adjust by 20% to play downhill – for me, I've done 1.5 winds per round (e.g. wind of 3 means 2 round adjustment) and have done very well with this setting. Golden Shot Guide (Hard) – City Park (28/12/2020) This hard version of Golden Shot features City Park and it is actually quite a flaw for the hard version
when we look at the hard version that we had recently. The landing position is always with blue rings at the edges and white rings at the bunker as you can see in the picture here. This makes it pretty easy to target, no matter what wind you're playing with. Now it's time to add the rotation that looks harder than it actually
is. Backspin goes from 2.5 bars with headwinds to 4.0 bars with tailwinds and 3.5 bars with straight crosswinds. Sidespin is a little less fitting so take a look at the image here to set it right but with a straight landing point and backspin also not too complicated, you should have enough time to set sidespin right as well. To
adjust the wind, you need to add 10% to play downhill which translates into 1 round for wind 1.9 (e.g. wind 6.0 means you adjust with 3.1 laps). You can do it with a little more than 2 to make it easier  The Golden Shot All About Basically, you'll have to prove that you can land a great shot with just a little preparation on
points, so you have to use clubs that you wouldn't normally use (the gold club) and you'll have to fight some rough conditions with wins between 5 and 8. However, landing here is possible with the right strategy and this is what I'll show you now  Preparing for The Golden Shot In my opinion success in Golden Shot is
pretty much in focus and calm while knowing what you do. Remember, you only have 30 seconds to make your shot so you don't want to waste a lot of time and do everything you need to do BEFORE you start Golden Shot! When looking at your clubs, you'll probably want to use Golden Long Iron for shots and you have
the stats there to prepare your shot – you don't know the exact conditions but you know that you're going to have to access some heavy wind and that's the first step. To help you out here how many laps you will need to adjust Table 1 Club Ring (s) Every 1.0 Wind To Move Golden Driver 0.75 Golden Wood 0.5 Golden
Short Iron 0.7 Golden Long Iron 0.6 Golden Wedge 0.4 *Please mind I rounded these numbers for easier use* This table means, If you use the Long Iron and have wind force 6.0, you will need to move your marker 6* 0.6 = 3.6 laps. If you don't know how wind adjustment works, please refer to my wind chart guide that
will tell you how to adjust any winds here. So there's that number in mind Help a lot because you just need to cause that with the wind you will have to land the ball in the for your Golden Chest. Make The Golden Shot Now you want to be quick! You want to adjust the wind as quickly as possible because you will need to
hit the perfect shot to score and you really don't want to need to rush at that point. Use the number above to adjust the rings (cause it to wind power and move your ring against the direction of the wind. Also, I always add some backspin (1 bar) to my ball before hitting, which helps to land it calmly in the apartment. Now
it's time to hit the ball... I like the method that I get into rhytm's ticker (I describe it here in more detail here) but it's up to you – finally try to do your best to really hit the perfect shot, I can't say that often enough. Pay for more shots? Well, the rewards are very nice but in the end they're as random as any other chest is so I
personally don't want to spend any real world dineros for some additional shots (also because a shot costs about a dollar) – I stick to my free shot. Also do not think it gets easier when you do many shots ... The wind will change so you can't test and bug yourself into the best chest, you'll need to do all this over and over
again with each shot and even potentially miss it and flush the money down the  
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